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Abstract: The article is dedicated to the study of “network storm” attacks aimed at disrupting the availability
of information and information resources. The author has examined scenarios and models for “network storm”
attacks, which exploit the vulnerability of the hardware and information technology of attacked components
of information telecommunication systems (ITCS). The first scenario implies exploiting a vulnerability during
the switching process – flooding a switch’s MAC Table through a massive MAC flooding attack, whereby a
malicious user can direct a critical volume of malicious traffic at all the elements of an ITCS being attacked,
which will result in a denial-of-service and lead to a disruption of the availability of information and information
resources. Carrying out a “network storm” attack according to the second scenario implies exploiting a
vulnerability during the routing process – when on the strength of the default settings there is a regular
situation of uncertainty between two components of an ITCS, which can be exploited by the malicious user who
directs a critical volume of malicious traffic at the elements of the ITCS being attacked, which will also lead to
a disruption of the availability of information and information resources.
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INTRODUCTION

Network storm

Flooding

When an attack of this kind occurs, the computing
and switching function ITCS elements have to expend all
of their resources on processing such traffic, which makes
them inaccessible to ITCS users [5].
The “network storm” attack can be one- or
two-staged. In the case of highly loaded ITCS’s [6], it’s
just a matter of managing to cause the “unicast flooding”
effect, whereby the entire traffic coming into the switch is
passed along to all the elements connected to it.
Incidentally, the whole critical volume of legal traffic will,
in point of fact, become malicious. One can achieve this
by implementing a MAC flooding attack, an STP attack, or
using the ITCS’s routing vulnerabilities.
One can amplify the attack’s destructive impact by
directing artificially generated malicious traffic at an
attacked ITCS component. In this regard, there are several
possible scenarios of implementing “network storm”
attacks.

Multiple studies reveal that attacks aimed at
disrupting the availability of information and information
resources rank high in frequency of occurrence, damage
done and costs of protection against them [1-4].
A typical example of such attacks are “network
storm” attacks directed at a an ITCS component
(a structurally or functionally isolated part consisting
of several elements), which consists of several
elements (solitary hardware): computing and switching
equipment.
It’s a complex comprehensive attack intended to
force the switch of an attacked ITCS component to
the ‘hub’ mode with a view to spreading critical
volumes of legal and malicious onto the ITCS
elements connected to the ITSC component’s switch
(Figure 1).
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Fig. 1: Scenarios for the implementation of “network storm” attacks
establishment (t). The process of filling and refreshing the
switch’s CAM Table is also called “teaching” about the
ITCS structure (Figure 2).
The size of the CAM Table is limited; note that it
can contain several thousand to several hundred
thousand records simultaneously (Rmax). In the event
the malicious user (d) has access to the switch,
he/she can cause the overfilling of the CAM Table by
generating an avalanche-like flow (m>>Rmax) of frames
(frm) with fictitious MAC addresses, sending them
through the attacked switch and, thus, creating lots of
non-existent network devices (f), which will make it
impossible for the network devices of legal ITCS users to
interact with the attacked switch in the regular mode
(Figure 3).
In order not to break the continuity of information
processes in the ITCS, the attacked switch will, in point
of fact, turn into a hub and will start redirecting all
one-address flows going through it to all the ports, except
the one to which the flow has come. As a result of this,
the ITCS user equipment connected to the switch can fail
(Figure 4). Furthermore, all the legal traffic will turn into
malicious traffic whose critical volume will lead to a
disruption of the availability of information and resources
in the ITCS.

Fig. 2: The process of “teaching” the switch
Main Part: For storing the unique MAC addresses of
devices whose sent network frames have reached a
corresponding port, level-2 switches (s) use special
system memory (Content Addressable Memory, CAM)
[7]. CAM Tables, in point of fact, contain records (rcd)
comparing the number of the switch port (p) to which a
frame from the source came last with the MAC address of
the frame’s source (c). Note that information on this
connection is complemented by a timestamp for its

Fig. 3: The MAC flooding attack process
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Fig. 4: The process of redirecting a one-address flow

Fig. 5: The process of redirecting malicious traffic
If the malicious user has access to the ITCS’s virtual
component (VLAN) which belongs to the attacked switch,
to amplify the effects of a “network storm” attack it is
capable of (Figure 5) generating malicious traffic by itself
too, effecting a flooding attack [8].
We’ll now examine the scenario for a “network storm”
attack, which is predicated on routing vulnerabilities.
Let there be two virtual components of an ITCS, to each
of which by default a level-3 switch is assigned as a
gateway (s1 and s2). Here certain ITCS elements belonging
to one virtual ITCS element are connected to the switch of
the other virtual ITCS component. Let’s assume that by a
certain point in time, when an element of the first virtual
ITCS component needed to get in touch with an element
of the other virtual ITCS component, the IP addresses and
MAC addresses of these elements were already present
in the routing and switching tables of both switches
(Figure 6).

After an ITCS element belonging to one virtual ITCS
component sends a request to another ITCS element
belonging to the other virtual ITCS component,
respectively (Figure 7), the response can be expressed as,
for instance, a UDP flow (Figure 8).
The aging and automatic cleanup of the switch’s
CAM Table occur by default every 5 minutes [9]. Thus, in
5-minute intervals, in case the default settings are used,
the routers’ CAM Tables will be shifting to a state
generally depicted in Figure 9.
If any of the ITCS elements is trying again to get
in touch with another element which is not from the
same virtual
ITCS component, in default of
information on the receiver’s MAC address in the
CAM Table, the switch which is a gateway for the
sender-element will redirect the packets received from
the sender to all of its ports within a corresponding
virtual ITCS component (Figure 10). The redirected
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Fig. 6: The preliminary state of the routers’ CAM Tables

Fig. 7: The process of sending a request to an element that is a part of the other virtual component

Fig. 8: The process of responding to a request of an element that is a part of the other virtual component

Fig. 9: The state of the switch CAM Tables after their aging
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Fig. 10: The process of sending a request to the elements of a virtual component

Fig. 11: The process of delivering a request to the sender element

Fig. 12: The process of responding to a request of an element that is a part of the other virtual component
one-address flow, having gotten into the switch – the
sender-element’s gateway – will be delivered to the point
of destination (Figure 11).
Responding to a request received, an ITCS element
starts sending data to its gateway (e.g. a UDP flow [8]).
But since a receiver-element’s MAC address is not
present in the router’s CAM Table, the flow will be sent
to all the elements of the ITCS which are a part of the
receiver-element’s virtual component of the ITCS
(Figure 12).

As a result of such redirecting, ITCS elements will be
receiving and processing critical volumes of traffic, which
will lead to a disruption of the availability of information
and information resources in the ITCS.
CONCLUSION
One of the simplest ways to perpetrate a denial-ofservice attack (through the example of “network storm”
attacks) is directing an avalanche-like flow of network
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Inferences: This study has yielded the following findings:
The “network storm” attack has been defined as, in
the first place, a complex comprehensive multi-staged
attack that exploits various vulnerabilities of ITCS
hardware and information technology.
The study has examined scenarios and presented
diagrams describing the implementation of “network
storm” attacks, which exploit vulnerabilities in the
process of switching between ITCS components and
include the perpetration of a MAC flooding attack in
the first stage, as well as exploit vulnerabilities in the
process of routing between ITCS components.
The findings obtained open up a prospect of building
corresponding analytical risk models in designing
diverse ITCS’s that will be secured.
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